Tissue repair in rheumatoid arthritis: challenges and opportunities in the face of a systemic inflammatory disease.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a systemic inflammatory disease that can elicit a variable disease course, can influence a variable number of joints, and can exhibit a variable response to treatment. All of these factors contribute to the degree and extent of damage to joint components, as well as the potential for repair of other injured joint tissues/components. Furthermore, some of the RA treatments/drugs themselves can influence repair and injury responses, as well as the outcome of surgical interventions for advanced disease. However, as treatments and interventions become more sophisticated and successful in patient populations, the opportunity to initiate the repair/replacement of the damaged joint tissues also becomes more of a reality. This review will address the current clinical findings in the literature, and then discuss the issues and opportunities to initiate repair of damaged or injured joint tissues in order to restore joint function. These include growth factors, gene therapy, and bioengineered tissues, alone or in combination to augment endogenous repair or replace tissue damaged beyond such repair capabilities.